A CONSTRUCTION OF FINITE AND a-FINITE INVARIANT MEASURES IN MEASURE SPACES
ABSTRACT. Let T be a bijective nonsingular transformation on a finite measure space. We shall first construct a cr-finite and finite invariant measure by a unified method which is valid for both cases. Secondly we shall give another construction of a finite invariant measure. We shall also give a new necessary and sufficient condition of a unified form for the existence of cr-finite and finite invariant measures. Further, we shall discuss in detail ergodic transformations.
Introduction.
Let T be a bijective nonsingular transformation on a finite measure space (A, 7,m). This means that T is a bimeasurable bijection and m(T~1E) = m(TE) = 0 for any measurable set E with m(E) = 0. Let p and u be a-finite measures on (A, 7). p is said to be absolutely continuous with respect to v if PÍE) = 0 for any measurable set E with v(E) = 0. In this case we write simply p <C v. If p <C v and v <C p, then we say that p and v are equivalent or p is equivalent to v and write simply p ~ v. A measure p is said to be invariant if píT~lE) = píTE) = PÍE) for any measurable set E. A measurable set E is invariant if TE = E. A transformation T is ergodic if m(£J) = 0 or m(£'c) = 0 for any invariant measurable set E. Construction of finite invariant measures were studied by Hopf [5] , Dowker [2] , Calderón [1] and Hajian and Kakutani [3] , while Halmos [4] studied cr-finite invariant measures.
We shall present a unified construction which is useful for both cases at the same time. Although the idea can be found already in Hopf [5] and Halmos [4] we shall use general measure theory and give a more systematic treatment. We put F* = U^L-oo-^"^ f°r any measurable set F. We fix a measurable set E. Putting A' = A O E* for any measurable set A, we define víie by mE(A)=infi ¿ m(T"An),AnG 7 (n = 0,±l,±2,...), \n--oo A' c (J An and |J TnAn C E \.
Then tue is a cr-finite invariant measure with m¡; <C m (Theorem 1). For any cr-finite invariant measure p with p -C m there exists a measurable set E with p ~ niE (Theorem 2). Further, if p is finite we can find a measurable set E with m,EÍX) < oo. From this we can give a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a cr-finite or finite invariant measure which is equivalent to m (Corollary 1 or 2). In Theorem 4 we shall give a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a cr-finite invariant measure which is equivalent to the given measure m in case T is ergodic. We shall discuss ergodic transformations in detail in Theorems 5 and 6. Finally we shall generalize the well-known fact that an invariant measure exists uniquely in case T is ergodic. Using this idea we shall give another construction of a finite invariant measure.
2. Construction and existence theorems. We first give a unified construction of invariant measures applicable to finite as well as cr-finite cases. We also give a criterion for the existence of an invariant measure which is equivalent to m. Restricting the measures p and m to the invariant measurable set Ac we have p\Ac ~ m\Ac Therefore we need only to prove that there exists a measurable set E with mj ~ m if there exists a cr-finite invariant measure p with p ~ m. By Theorem 1 ttie < m for any measurable set E. We now show that there exists a measurable set E with rriE ^ rn. For the proof we need the following.
LEMMA. Let p be a a-finite invariant measure with m <C p and f a RadonNikodym derivative dm/dp. We put E = {x: 0 < a < fix) <b< oo}.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Then for any measurable set A we have ap(A n ET) < mE(A) < bpiA n E*).
PROOF. By assumption for any measurable set F we have m(F) = jF f dp and Since A' is also measurable, we may assume that the infimum runs over An's with A' = Uñ=-ooAn (disjoint). We have oo -PÍA')= V píAn) and m(TnA") = / f dp (n = 0,±1,±2,... ). _ " Jt*a" n= -oo
By assumption apiTnAn) < f fdp< bpiTnAn).
Jt"A" Since p is invariant, we have apíAn) < míTnAn) < bpíAn).
We get the lemma by taking the infimum of the summation over n.
We now go back to the proof of Theorem 2 using the same notation as in the Lemma, fix) > 0 a.e., since p ~ m. We put A" = {x: l/(n + 1) < fix) < n + 1} for n = 1,2,..., This implies p(A n Vn*) = 0 and therefore miA n F"*) = 0 for n = 1,2,3,.... Thus we obtain miA) = 0.
THEOREM 3. Let p be a finite invariant measure with p <K m. T/ien there exists a measurable set E such that p ~ m# and ms(X) < oo. COROLLARY 2. T/iere eiîsis a finite invariant measure p with p ~ m if and only if there exists a measurable set E such that m <C ms and mf;(A) < oo. In this case for any e > 0 we can find a measurable set E with ntEÍX) < m(X) + e. PROOF OF THEOREM 3. As in the case of Theorem 2, the proof of Theorem 3 is reduced to the case where there exists a finite invariant measure p with p ~ m.
We need only to prove that there exists a measurable set E with the 3> m and rnsiX) < oo. From p » m and the Radon-Nikodym theorem míA)= f fdp ÍAe7), Ja where fix) > 0 a.e. Let e > 0 be any real number and choose 6 > 0 in such a way that (1) 6 ■ max IpiX), j fix) dpi <e/2.
We put a = 1 + S and let E0 = {x:6a-1 < fix) <6}.
We assume that Ei (n < i < 0) are chosen so that Ei C {x: oo}-1 < fix) < 6a¿} for n < i < 0 and E* C\E* = 0 for n<i<j <0.
We put
The sequence {En} is inductively defined for all nonpositive integers. Further, we put£_=lXLo£Inand Ei = {x:6 <fix) <6a}-E_.
We assume that Ei (1 < i < n) are chosen so that Ei Cix-.ôa^1 <fix) <6a1} and E* f)E* = 0 for i < j < n.
We put n-l £n -{x: Sa"-1 < fix) < 6an} -£_ -|J E*. i=i Then m({x:/(x) > 0} -\Jñ=-ooEn) = 0 and E*k n E* = 0 for A; ^ I. By the Lemma we have (2) 6an-1piE*n)<mEniE*n)<6anpiE*n) for n = 0,±1,±2,.... n=-oo n= -oo n--oo n=l oo < e/2 + a E ¿an-1/«) (by (2) and (3)), 71=1 <e/2 + a fdp< fdp + e (by (4) and (1)).
Consequently oo ,.
(5) E rnEnÍX)< I fdp + e.
n= -oo
Putting £ = Ur^=-oo En, mE is a cr-finite invariant measure by Theorem 1. The definition of mj and En, and E*.C\E -En imply mÊ(K)-m£"(K) forn = 0,±l,±2,....
From this and (5) follows
oo oo oo « mEiX)= E ^(K)= E w^(£n)= E rnEnÍX)< J fdp + e.
n= -oo
Therefore mj is a finite invariant measure. We now show that ms 3> m. If uieÍA) = 0, then mEÍAP\En) -0îorn = 0,±1,±2,_The definition of mE and En, and EnC\E = En imply mEÍAr\E*) = mEn(4n£*).
By the Lemma, we have Sa"-1 píA n E*n) < niEÍA n E*n) < 6anpiA n E*n), which implies p(A n En) = 0. From p » m follows m(A n £*) = 0 for n = 0, ±1, ±2,..., hence m(A) = 0.
Thus by Theorem 1 we obtain Theorem 3.
Ergodic transformations.
In this section we assume that T is ergodic.
THEOREM 4. There exists a a-finite invariant measure which is equivalent to m if and only if there exists a measurable set E for which m,E is nontrivial.
REMARK. The condition is equivalent to a condition that there exists a measurable set E with vriEÍE) > 0 (see Corollary 3). THEOREM 6. // there exists a a-finite invariant measure p with p ~ m, then for any e > 0 and any measurable set E with rniE) > 0, there exists a measurable set F such that F c E, miE -F) < e and mp is a a-finite invariant measure with mp ~ tn.
PROOF. Let / = dm/dp. Since /(x) > 0 a.e., for any e > 0 there exists a > 0 such that miE n {x: fix) < a}) < e and miE n {x: fix) > a}) > 0. Therefore there exists an integrable function g such that giTx) = g(x) for any x and gix) = /(x) a.e. A. If / = 1 a.e. A does not hold, there exists a (a < 1 or a > 1) such that an invariant measurable set F -{x: gix) < a} or G = {x: giX) > a} has A-positive measure. In the former case p(F) < aA(P), which contradicts assumption. The latter case is treated similarly. The first half of Theorem 8 was proved by Hajian and Kakutani [3] using a Banach limit. We shall give a purely measure theoretic proof. This is also another construction of a finite invariant measure. THEOREM 8. There exists a finite invariant measure which is equivalent to m if and only if the following condition is satisfied.
(A) For any e > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that if miE) < 6, then miTnE) < e forn = 0,±l,±2,....
If the condition (A) is satisfied, then for any measurable set E the limit
exists, p is a finite invariant measure which is equivalent to m.
PROOF. It is easy to prove that (A) is satisfied if there exists a finite invariant measure which is equivalent to m. We prove that if (A) is satisfied, then the limit PÍE) exists and p is a finite invariant measure which is equivalent to m. We put n-l anÍE) = J2míThE) k=0 for any measurable set E and a positive integer n. We fix a measurable set E. Let Jo or 70o be a cr-algebra or algebra generated by TnE in = 0, ±1,±2,-) respectively. 7oo is countable. For any F G 7q and for any e > 0, there exists G e 7oo such that (7) miFL)G-FnG) <e.
For each F G 7oo, we consider a bounded sequence (<rn(F)). Since J0o is countable, there exists a subsequence (cni) of the sequence (an) of measures such that for any F e 7oo, í&n,ÍF)) is a Cauchy sequence. By (7) and assumption for any F e 7o, (crra((P)) is a Cauchy sequence. We define p by PÍF)= limcrn,(P) l-»oo for any F e 7o-p is an additive set function on (A, J>) but by assumption p is a finite measure. It is easy to check that p is invariant. The nonsingularity of T implies m » p. We prove that p » m. If p(A) = 0, then p(A*) = 0. Since PÍA*) = miA*) because A* is invariant, we have m(A) = 0. Therefore the measure p on (A, ^o) is finite, invariant and equivalent to m. If the limit lïmn^oo ^>niE) does not exist, then liminf"_KX)c|'n(£') < limsupn_>00<Tn(iJ) and therefore there exist subsequences (crPl(i?)) and íaq>ÍE)) of (an(E)) converging to different limits: where (r¿) and (s¿) are subsequences of (p¿) and (<7¿) respectively. For any invariant 7o-measurable set G, p(G) = ^(G) = miG). By Theorem 1, p = v, which contradicts (8).
From the above for any E G 7 the limit p(£) = lim anÍE) n-.oo exists, p is an additive set function on (A, 7) but by assumption it is a finite measure on (A, 7). It is easy to see that p is invariant. We can prove similarly as before that p is equivalent to m.
